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Abstract
We wanted to build a virtual reality game, using the HTC Vive and SteamVR, which
was immersive enough to let the player forget their physical surroundings while
using these very surroundings to trick the player into thinking some virtual elements
were real. We found out that some small inaccuracies such as erroneous hand
tracking using Leap Motion can lead to a better gameplay and that tracking real life
objects with HTC trackers could on the other hand lead to a loss of immersion if not
strict enough. Object permanence was also a factor of immersion, as the usage of
one's body within the game was a key issue in regards to interesting gameplay.
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Introduction
Virtual Reality (below referred as “VR”) is neat. From the very first head-mounted
display in 1968[wkvr] to now with the HTC Vive, a lot of progress has been made.
However some improvements have to be contrived, especially in the field of
immersivity. While traditional virtual reality relies extensively on two senses, namely
sight and hearing, to make a game more immersive, one could use more senses, for
instance touch, vestibular sense or proprioception. The aim of our project was to
focus on haptic interactions, i.e. the touch factor, while exploiting the
proprioception, the sense of one’s own body.

Definitions
First of all, what is virtual reality: it is defined as
an artificial environment which is experienced through sensory stimuli (such
as sights and sounds)
by Merriam-Webster and is basically how one can trick the user to believe they are
in another world. We should not confuse this with augmented reality, which is,
again according to Merriam-Webster,
an enhanced version of reality created by the use of technology to overlay
digital information on an image of something being viewed through a device
as augmented reality is superposed digital information on real world while virtual
reality is a world in its own.
Now let’s dive into the title of the project. Haptic is something that is
relating to or based on the sense of touch
interaction is a
mutual or reciprocal action or influence
and passive is
tending not to take an active or dominant part
still from Merriam-Webster. Hence, passive haptic interactions are external
contraptions used by the player to get a sense of touch while in a virtual world,
acting (or not) as triggers for virtual interactions.
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Hardware used
HTC Vive

Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/bagogames/25845851080

The HTC Vive is a virtual reality headset developed by HTC and Valve Corporation.
The headset uses "room scale" tracking technology, allowing the user to move in
3D space and use motion-tracked handheld controllers to interact with the
environment.
The pack is composed of a Vive Headset Head-Mounted Display (later referred as
“HMD”), two Vive Controllers (later referred as “controllers”) and two Vive Base
Stations (later referred as “Lighthouses”) which are used to track everything else.

Vive Trackers
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Source: http://virtualrealitytimes.com/2017/03/02/vvive-tracker-deluxe-audio-strap-prices-revealed/

The Vive Trackers (later referred as “trackers”) are motion tracking accessories
designed to be attached to physical elements so that the Lighthouses can detect
and track them.

Leap Motion

Does it move? Yes? Does it need to move? No? Duct tape.

The Leap Motion is a USB device that supports hand and finger motions as input. It
works by tracking the hands of the user and rendering them as 3D positions.

Software used
Unity
Unity is a game engine which is primarily used to develop 3D video games and
simulations for computers, consoles, and mobile devices.

Steam and SteamVR
Steam is a digital distribution platform developed by Valve Corporation. We can find
the SteamVR on it, which is an application of OpenVR, a software development kit
and application programming interface developed by Valve.

Orion
Orion is the software used to make the Leap Motion work on computers and with
virtual reality devices.
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Prerequisites
Through this project we are going to assume a few things. First of all, in our Unity
project, there will be a SteamVR Unity component, which will contain every
component given to use the SteamVR application. Please refer to [gsws] for more
information.
Additionally, we operated the VRTK asset to ease our implementations. Please refer
to [vrtk] for more information. However, VRTK is basically a wrapper for SteamVR
and other VR APIs, so it is quite easy to adapt everything here into a simple VR
project.
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Technical implementations
Requirements
The main objective for this project was to integrate passive haptic feedback in
virtual reality games through tangible objects and structures and track body parts
for extended immersivity. Moreover, we wanted to develop an easy way to register
the virtual environment according to the position of the tangible elements. Finally,
we encouraged the user to interact naturally with the virtual world.

Passive haptic objects
Tracked objects
Thus one of the objectives was to track physical objects to see them into the game.
The example we used in the scope of this project was a chair on wheels, as it is
movable and sufficiently small for a user to move.
To build a link between the physical object and the virtual object, we first put a HTC
tracker on the chair to gather information about its position and rotation.

A brilliant piece of craftsmanship.

Into Unity, we then proceeded to configure the object. We first created an empty
gameobject corresponding to our tracked object under the [CameraRig]
component of SteamVR, in which we attached a Steam VR_Tracked Object
component. We then added our chair model under the given gameobject.
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Left: The hierarchy used. Right: The gameobject with the attached component.

The model used.

The final step was to synchronize the physical and the virtual chairs. To do so, we
added a temporary sphere gameobject under the Tracker Object, on the same level
as the model, reset its position and reduced its scale, we then used it as a reference
- this sphere was in fact a representation of the HTC Tracker in the game. Hit play
and move the model such that its position and rotation correspond to the real life.
Do not forget to copy the Transform component first to reinject it into the Transform
when we are done calibrating. Remove the sphere at the end.
Issues
The first and maybe most foolish issue was to do with tracker position. For an
object of daily use, one has to think about the fact that the object should still be of
use in the game. For instance, we first put the tracker on the seat; one cannot sit
anymore with this configuration. Thus we moved the tracker to the chair’s back.
Still on the tracker topic, one has to be aware of the sensibility of the whole
apparatus. As the tracked object will be moved, the tracker has to be attached to a
place with little to no noise and precise constraints. Using the chair example, if we
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put the tracker on the chair’s back and the later can tilt, the ingame representation
of the chair will be rotated while the real life chair did not rotate. In addition, if the
tracker is affixed to an unstable part of the tracked object, a lot of noise can
provoke the virtual counterpart to glitch.
Furthermore, the tracker has to be put on the object on a place where it can remain
visible to both the lighthouses; if the lighthouses cannot track the object anymore,
the ingame object will at best disappear, at worst freeze and pollute the game area.
A final issue was the tracker index. SteamVR uses indexes to reference the tracked
objects as well as the lighthouses. By default when one runs the game, SteamVR
will attribute an unique index to all active HTC parts in the order they were turned
on, except for the Head-Mounted Display which will be attributed a special ID.
Generally, IDs from 1 to 4 are attributed to the two lighthouses and the two
controllers while later IDs are used for other devices, but if one uses only one
lighthouse/controller this fact can vary.

The part where one selects the index.

A simple yet barbaric solution would be to “hardcode” the indexes directly within
the Inspector for each tracked object. This works properly as long as one turns on
its devices (i.e. HTC Trackers) in the exact same order they will be used in the
game.
Another more elegant solution would be to dynamically assign an index for each
tracker. This can be done for instance by using a controller and “selecting” a tracker
by pointing at it, then choosing the correct number through an interface.
One can also position the real life tracker on the ingame object and synchronize
them manually through a script.

Non tracked objects
Non tracked objects enclose everything that should not move in a normal
playthrough. Here we are talking about the room (i.e. walls, floor, ceiling) and the
furniture in the room (i.e. tables, fixed chairs, …). The problem looks trivial, but we
needed a way to “scan” and record every physical element that was not supposed
to move, yet should appear in game. It’s a simple principle, as we basically only
need coordinates of fixed objects; however, while many ways to do it exist, we
wanted something simple and efficient. One could simply “hardcode” in Unity the
position and rotation of a list of given objects within a pre-configured room, but we
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don’t want to depend on a configuration, rather adapt our game to any
configuration.
We ended up using a dynamic menu with adaptive objects. The plan was to create
a menu from which one could choose what object one wants to place using a
controller, then place the object using the real object as a reference. Further in the
development we imagined a way to resize or remove existing virtual objects.
The approach was the following. First of all, we did a list of prefabs which we could
exploit in the game. We chose to allow the possibility to add extra walls (in addition
to the four, standard walls of a room, defined with the SteamVR chaperones please consult the Scaling part) and tables (as tables are as common as bad pop
songs). We normalized these prefabs into a 1x1x1 cube (so that we can utilize them
easier) and put them to use.

Left: unit_wall; Right: unit_table

We made the script soon afterwards. We wanted to add objects that either had a
height (table) or that went as high as the ceiling (wall). In all cases the bottom of the
object was on the floor, as we required a reference for the floor.
And that’s it. An unit prefab and a reference to the floor were all that we needed.
The final step was to create a finite state machine to record three points on the real
life object (namely three corners) to calculate the exact coordinates (position) and
spin (rotation).
After our script was ready, we simply put it on a gameobject, added the required
components (floor and prefabs) and mapped it with the controllers using the
VRTK_Controller Events and VRTK_Controller Events_UnityEvents so
that we can use it with the named controllers - basically we assigned each control
an action from the script.
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Issues
For a functionality that required some rigor we of course had some issues.
One minor but funny issue was the PEBCAK[pbck] edge case. The user could in fact
go under a table given that the physical table allowed it and the the virtual
representation was accurate. However such a behaviour could provoke tracking
issues, as the table would “hide” the head mounted display from the lighthouses. A
simple fix would be to not permit the user to go under a table or at least to make the
space under the virtual table less attractive.
Another PEBCAK-ish problem was linked to the physical objects themselves. If the
physical object is not stable enough, when the player bumps into it, it may move and then the virtual visualization is not correct anymore. Sadly there is no easy
software fix, beside planning a careful calibration of the object and adding a way to
“move” the virtual object as it would move in real life; however this would require a
workload too heavy for the small reward. A simple, more tangible fix would simply
be to use heavier objects.
Finally, the object orientation was quite difficult to implement. We had to take into
account the fact that Unity heavily uses Quaternion[udoc] and that we had to handle
this fact if we wanted to efficiently orient our objects.

Calibration
Calibration was one of the most challenging parts of the project. The aim of this part
was to made the game adaptable to any room configuration and versatile in regards
to the time and physical objects at disposal. Basically the calibration had to be
decomposed in two parts, the first being the room scaling and the second the
objects disposition.

Scaling
For the first part, we wanted to find a way to “align” the virtual room to the physical
room. There were two main ways to do that, either we planned “premade” virtual
rooms of multiple configurations that would be picked in respect to the physical
space, like in Job Simulator for instance[jbsm] or we made the virtual room
dynamically scaled to the physical space, like in The Lab’s Robot Repair[thlb]. While
the former was quite easy to implement although it required a little more investment,
it was not in the spirit of the project. Thus we choose the later solution.
This was not an easy task. First of all after ransacking the Internet no simple nor
elegant solution was found, but a particular function in the SteamVR API drew our
attention:
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SteamVR_PlayArea.GetBounds(Size
pRect)

size,

ref

HmdQuad_t

The SteamVR_PlayArea[svpa] defines the ingame play area and is inter alia used to
render the boundaries in Unity. In particular, the static function GetBounds(Size
size, ref HmdQuad_t pRect) can be used to get the four corners of the
aforementioned play area. It takes two arguments, which are a Size, an enum with
three standard area size and and a fourth option for dynamic area size (the one we
have to use, SteamVR_PlayArea.Size.Calibrated), and a HmdQuad_t, which
are four HmdVector3_t corners, which are themselves three float - basically a
Vector3 but with Valve flavouring. We have to notice that this function returns a
bool that indicates the success of execution; the actual values are stored in the
HmdQuad_t parameter - it is in fact passed as a reference.

We call chaperones (or bounds) the blue rectangles that one sees when one is about to hit the limits
one defined as its room in SteamVR.
Source: http://ownordisown.com/htc-vive-review.html

Once we understood this, we put everything back into a function Calibrate().
This function tries to get the chaperones using the previous function and resize the
room if it obtained the bounds successfully. We only correct this scaling by a small
multiplicator parameter, because it would depend on the floor gameobject used as
a reference.
Issues
Some issues arose for this particular part. First of all the SteamVR API was
sometimes obscure and difficult to understand. One has to take some time to fully
exploit the dark powers of another one’s code, particularly when it is a multinational
corporation whose aim is to control the videogames industry. *cough*.
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One simple detail to take into account was the SteamVR Room Scale setup. It
seems obvious enough but one has to do it before using the script, so that the
chaperones are accurate and can be used within Unity.
Speaking of chaperones, exotic chaperones can cause some troubles. If the user,
when setting up its room, defined limits that are not rectangular, the generated
chaperones won’t be correctly superposed to the ingame rectangular walls. There is
unfortunately no fix for this as we cannot assume the user’s room will be
rectangular nor generate non-rectangular virtual rooms - because it would simply be
weird and difficult to use.
A critical problem we encountered was a crash while using our script at the start of
the game. We managed to find out that, for a simple project, there were no problem
whatsoever, but for a project such as ours, trying to generate the room before
loading everything made Unity crash. The exact cause remains unknown, but an
hypothesis would be that VRTK/SteamVR must be entirely loaded ingame before
trying to manipulate their parameters.

Real life object placements
Object placement for the non tracked objects such as walls and table is an essential
part of calibration. For this we used what we talked about in the Non tracked
objects part.

User integration
For any game, user interaction is one of the most important features one has to
think of. As our game was a VR-based adventure, we had to consider what
interaction was the most interesting in regards to our concept as well as the most
immersive. To this aim we gave raise to several technical demos. Basically two
technologies were tried, Leap Motion and FinalIK.
The main principle of all of the tried demos was the same : an user was given tools
to interact within a closed room, with a tracked, physical chair and a bunch of virtual
cardboard boxes. A virtual mirror was put in the room so that the player could see
its representation.
The tools used for manipulating the boxes were either the Leap Motion or the HTC
controllers, or both; the tools used to represent the player were either floating hands
or a crash dummy.
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The test room used.

Leap Motion
As stated in the Leap Motion part, the Leap Motion is a USB device that supports
hand and finger motions as input. It works by tracking the hands of the user and
rendering them as 3D positions. What was interesting about this was that one could
actually sees their own fingers within the game with precision, which could help to
immerse oneself in the game.
We tried two demos with this technology, one with only the Leap Motion and the
other with Leap Motion and Final IK. In both of these demos, the player could
manipulate digital boxes with their bear hands.

At first it was a typo, but as I am simple-minded, it became a joke.

During the different demo runs, we noticed that the technology was quite smooth
and immersive enough that the player, after a little training period, could easily use
their hands in game. However, the fact that the hands were not available when they
were not visible by the player through the Leap Motion was a little bit
counterintuitive.
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Final IK
The other tech we were willing to try was Final IK. Final IK, which stands for Final
Inverse Kinematics, is an Unity asset which provides the developer with the
mathematical process of recovering the movements and position of a complete
body from some other data, such as given points of the body[fnik][wkfi].

The user’s representation, a crash dummy.

We tried three demos with this plugin, one in which the whole body position and
orientation was calculated from only three points (head and hands), one in which
these parameters were calculated from six points (torso and feet added), and one
hybrid with Leap Motion.
While the calculations were good enough for the whole body to follow the joints
accordingly, the feeling of the virtual body was not a success. The movements were
jerky and not at all smooth, even with six control points, and for an immersive game,
it would not cut it.

Our choice
Eventually we ended five technical demos:
● SteamVR only (our reference);
● Visible tracked hands and fingers (Leap Motion);
● Visible tracked hands, FinalIK with hands and head positions and orientations
(FinalIK)
● Visible tracked hands, FinalIK with hands, head, feet and torso positions and
orientations (FinalIK)
● Visible tracked hands and fingers, FinalIk with hands and head positions and
orientations (Leap Motion and FinalIK)
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For the sake of immersivity, we decided to keep the Leap Motion part, but not to
use Final IK. Instead, the body would be represented by separated floating body
parts, Rayman-like.

Source: https://vivianwolf18.deviantart.com/art/Rayman-Sketch-534213354

Each body part would be tracked by a separate HTC tracked object: the head with
the Head-Mounted Display, the torso and foot with HTC tracker, and the hand with
the Leap Motion; however, to avoid the total disappearance of the hands because
of the Leap Motion, we had to choose whether or not to add trackers on the user’s
wrists. We decided not to but left the controllers into the scene so that the player
can use them if they prefer to, instead of the hands.

Modularity
For our project we considered the fact that the whole game, while fun and
interesting by itself, should not be the final product. We wished to have modular,
reusable parts that we could exploit in further projects. Hence, every single script is
basically independent and can be reused at will.
The scaling script would be a good example. We made it such that one does not
need anything but the script itself. Please find the whole code in the Appendices.
One has to add it to the gameobject one wants to scale to the game area, then add
the SteamVR gameobject and a reference for the floor of its room. Then, one may
have to tweak the value of multiplicator so that the scale ratio is correct. What it
does under the hood is test if we can retrieve the values of the SteamVR
boundaries, then resize and reposition the gameobject according to the SteamVR
play area size and position. We also took into account a little offset for the floor,
hence the floor reference.
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Another useful script would be the objects placer. It is fully tweakable with any asset
and can be extended to more than one controller.

Extra conundra and considerations
These are issues that were not critical but we decided to add them so a
conscientious reader would save time not reiterating them.

Tethered play and TPCast
When playing a VR game, one thing that can almost instantly break one’s immersion
is the moment when one feels the clump of wires that connects one back to the real
life - or at least the computer. We had to think about a way to remove these cables
to let the player move freely of their movements.

Source:
https://www.lesnumeriques.com/casque-realite-virtuelle/tpcast-p41445/tpcast-accessoire-qui-enleve
-fils-htc-vive-arrive-en-france-n67145.html

The TPCAST Wireless Adapter is used to replace the need for cables and to
upgrade the HTC Vive to a wireless VR HMD[tpct]. The problem was that the TPCast
does not forward the auxiliary USB port that was in use for the Leap Motion. The
Leap Motion would power up and appear on Orion - as all USB ports share the
same power but - but no useful link could be made, because TPCast uses USB
device identifiers to forward data, up to 4 devices only[tpsp].
However, a hack could be applied. The main idea is to hijack TPCast’s data through
additional software, to either use a “corrupted” version of the TPCast software or
straightforwardly entirely bypass the TPCast software to use custom instructions.
The details of the hack can be found at [vhit].
We did not take time to implement this part as it was not critical to our project, but
we wanted to let the reader know that it can be done.
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Version of Unity

Source:
https://forum.unity.com/threads/your-project-was-last-opened-with-a-different-setup-of-unity-after-d
elete-library.392356/

When working with multiple computers it can happen that one tries to open one’s
project with a version of Unity which is not the same as the one with which one
started working. The workaround is to install the correct version instead of, or in
parallel to the currently installed one.

Leap Motion vs. SteamVR
Leap Motion and SteamVR are basically two independent ecosystems that may or
may not be conflicting. One has to make sure that the Leap Motion prefabs are
children of the SteamVR “head” part and that the Leap Motion transform is reset, so
that one has a correct calibration for both of them.
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Leap Motion controls

Source: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4842-2550-9_2

Leap Motion uses Orion as an external software to be the interface between the
hardware and any program willing to exploit this gadget. Every issue I faced could
be solved simply by tweaking the parameters in Orion. For instance, the Leap
Motion stopped tracking one day - it was because for some reason you had to
manually enable the tracking in Orion. Another example is the “flipped hands” issue,
where your hands are tracked but appear in reverse on the screen. Again, this is
was fixed by disabling the “Auto-orient tracking” parameter.

Git
Git and Unity do not work very well together. For instance, Unity creates a lot of
temporary files and tracks references through specific files. Additionally, merging
files is impossible as Unity uses binary format for some files.
The solutions to make Unity and Git collaborate better is to create a good.gitignore
file, for instance the Unity reference[gtnr] and configure Unity for version control by
going to “Edit” > “Project Settings” > “Editor” and configure “Version Control” >
“Mode” to “Visible Meta Files” and “Asset Serialization” > “Mode” to “Force Text”.

Game construction
The game design was a demanding part of the project. We wanted a game which
fundamentally was a controlled, short demo that we could present at demo days. It
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ought to be entertaining and immersive, family-friendly and without any time or
location constraints. Additionally, the game should be simple to grasp and easy to
understand.
We wanted the construction of this game to integrate as much technical delicacies
as we could without overloading our game. Moreover we wished to follow
Bushnell's Law, which states that
All the best games are easy to learn and difficult to master. They should
reward the first quarter and the hundredth.
or, to be precise, to follow Ian Bogost’s take on this very quote: a game should be
both understandable by a wide variety of people yet should be catchy enough for
people to enjoy coming back to it[gfhc].
To make sure that our game was good enough to be played, we asked the help of
Sandro Dall’Aglio, a game designer whose insights were quite helpful[sdda] and the
opinions of a bunch of lovely nerds we met at the Orbital Game Jam[obgj]. We also
did test trials - please refer to part Test cycles.

Gameplay
There were two pitches for a game design.
The first one was about trying to clean a room before your mom gets back - a
room-cleaner simulator.
Your room is a mess and your mom is heading back to visit your place. You
have X minutes to clean everything and make your mamma proud, but
beware! She is smart and quite curious and will check more than you can
think about...
The goal of this game would be to clean a room and make it look good. We
exposed the room/mother example, but it really can be anything, like a dinner table
to set before the guests get there, or a life-sized puzzle to complete.
The core concept would be to transport objects from one place to another - not
very exciting. However the subsequent possibilities are technically limitless: the
objects are to be put in a precise order (e.g. sort books by alphabetical order), one
has to connect elements together (e.g. fix a computer), put an object on a specific
spot at a specific time (e.g. put the gameboy away at 9pm), etc.
Moreover, as the plan was to make an immersive game and use the whole body, we
can extend the previous instructions to oneself (e.g. your mother expect you to be
sleeping, etc.).
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The second pitch was about trying to escape from a spooky castle full of mysteries
- a puzzle game.
As you are exploring a weird castle, you realize that you are trapped inside.
Try to solve all the puzzles to escape…
The goals would be to solve puzzles in one or more rooms and escape a castle in
which one is trapped. For that one has to find keys to progress.
The core concept of this game would be to open doors: when the player opens a
virtual door, in game another room is loaded, but in real life the player doesn’t
move. We can simulate the change of rooms with a loading screen, a fade in/out or
a rotation - but the rotation could lead to motion sickness.
The doors can be locked or unlocked; if they are locked, we would have to
implement different mechanisms that the player would have to analyze and break in
order to progress.
Finally, the design that was picked was the room cleaner simulator - hence the silly
name, “Mum-Proof VR”.

Mechanics
Menu(s)
We have a menu from where you can choose to either start a new game, see some
statistics or configure the game.

The menu. Wew.

If we choose Start game, well, a new game starts within a couple of second so that
the player can memorize the room before it blows up and the player has to clean
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everything. We added a score counter (when you put an object in the right place it
increases the score), the time and FPS counter for control.

What the player sees when a game is running

If the player choose Configuration, they can change some parameters or Calibrate
the room.

Interactions
As our game was heavily based on physical interactions between objects (i.e. put
things in the right place), we noticed that to have a game which is both enjoyable
and functional, we had to be very strict on how every in-game object interacts with
each other. Namely, the physics had to be near perfect or the game would glitch.
Unity uses three components to handle physics. The first one is the collider. A
collider, according to Unity documentation,
define[s] the shape of an object for the purposes of physical collisions[udoc]

and is the basis for any interaction. For every object in our game that will be
available and accessible to the player, we have to add a collider, so that we can
compute the adequate response to an action.
There is two main kinds of colliders[udoc], primitive colliders and mesh colliders.
Primitive colliders are colliders which are of a basic shape such as a cube or a
sphere, while mesh colliders are complex colliders which are made to exactly match
the shape of a given object. While one would naively think that mesh colliders are
better - as they represent an object more accurately - we have to be careful as
mesh colliders are also more processor-intensive[udoc]. On a testbench[cprf],
interactions between cubes with cube colliders would take about 17ms/frame to
render while interactions between cubes with mesh colliders in the shape of a cube
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would take about 40ms/frame to render, hence a drop in the frames per second rate
and generally in the fluidity of the game.
In our game, we made the choice to not use mesh colliders except for specific
cases, but rather add more primitive colliders to mimic the shape of an object. For
instance, to simulate an open laptop, we used two cube colliders, which is still
overall more efficient than a mesh collider. However, for more complex tracked
objects (i.e. the chair), we did use a mesh collider, to ease our development.
Another difference between two colliders is their staticity[udoc]. For some objects that
do not require motion (i.e. floor) we can leave them as they are - these are static
colliders. On the other hand, for objects that need to be moved (i.e. cardbox) we
have to make use of dynamic colliders. For this purpose, we added a rigidbody to
the given object. A rigidbody is used to
enable [objects] to act under the control of physics [and make them] receive
forces and torque[udoc]

and can add parameters to an object such as mass and air resistance. Rigidbodies
are also more efficient and realistic when adding forces to them[udoc], like thrust. We
have a precise control on the characteristics on an object and when extrapolating
from real life, we can make the player “feel” like the objects are realistic, with their
mass (a heavy object would be more difficult to move than a light one) and air
resistance (e.g. cardboard boxes don’t have a good air penetration).
The “final touch” to make the game physics more realistic - hence more immersive is the Physic Material, which is
used to adjust friction and bouncing effects of colliding objects.[udoc]

Initially, objects tend to stop and fall when colliding, which is not a realistic way of
physical interaction. Some objects are more elastic than other and should bounce a
little when hitting another object with some force (e.g. a mouse on a wall) while
others should be less reactive (e.g. a pillow on a wall). We hence created several
physic materials with different friction and bounciness values.
Each of the parameters from the previous elements were to be calibrated for each
separate object to make the interactions realistic enough, which can take time, but
this is worth it as the player will “feel” like they are using real objects.
In the end, we used the VRTK built-in interaction and the Leap Motion built-in
interaction to let the player, well, interact with the objects.
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Drop zones
The drop zones are the places where the player has to put the objects in order to
score points. This is a simple script that compares the transform of a given object to
a given set of parameters (position, orientation); when an object is put within the
boundaries of a drop zone, we first verify that this is the correct object, then check
for its position and rotation. If these parameters are correct within a set margin, then
we score points ; else, we do not score points.

Calibration
For the calibration part we created a special menu. When selecting it, the user is
first asked if it wants to reset the room; if this is the case, the room scaling script is
called, then the user can begin to place furniture.

Menu design
We wanted to have a menu that was quite intuitive and most importantly simple.
The chosen flow was the following: first the user would choose if it wants a tracked,
untracked or virtual object; then the user select the object; then the user can place
the object in the room using what was described in the Non tracked objects part.
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The user first selects with the trackpad if they want a tracked or untracked object,
or a virtual object. For untracked objects, the user then selects which furniture they
want to put in place, then scan the object at three points using the controller and
the trigger, and that’s it. For tracked objects, the user is simply instructed to
position a tracker on the right place and then has to scan the object, depending on
its characteristics. Finally, for virtual objects - objects that are award points to the
player - the player only has to put them where they want.

Test cycles
A game without testing is a game which is doomed to fail. To make sure a game is
good enough, you have to test it again and again at each stage of the development.

Game evaluation protocol
Testing a game is as much a science as an art. There is no defined way to do it
“right” and a lot of game companies have different protocols. For our game we
chose the following parameters:
● Black-box testing: testers did not know anything about the game before
playing it and did not have any view on the code or on the parameters during
the tests. This is in opposition to white-box testing.
● Ad-Hoc testing: testers had some free time to discover the game by
themself and play it as they want to. The only pieces of information they got
at the start were explanations about the story/plot of the game, its aim and
its controls.
● Test cases: after the free time, testers had to do a serie of specific tasks.
They were told to carefully follow the instructions and respect the given
constraints.
This particular protocol was chosen because of the finality of the project: we
wanted a game which could be understood and played quickly by a wide range of
users, especially users with little to no gaming experience, in a short period of time
(demos).
We were also in need of a good pool of testers. These testers were to be picked
from various backgrounds and we wanted to have people with gaming experience
as well as people with little to no gaming experience to keep the results balanced.
Again, the fact that the game was aimed at people not used to video games was a
factor to choose people without experience. That being said, the point of view of
people who play video games on a regular basis was precious, as they usually gave
more specific information about the core of a video game (gameplay, etc.).
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Game mechanics evaluation
The first game evaluation where we wanted to test the implemented game
mechanics took place about two thirds into the semester. The precise protocol was
the following:
1. Explanation [about 3 minutes]
○ Aim of the project
○ Experiment flow
○ Aim of the game
○ Material presentation
○ Controls presentation
2. Free play, 90 seconds timer [about 2 minutes]
○ The player is free to do anything - he has to achieve the best score.
3. Free play, 60 seconds timer [about 1 minute]
○ The player is free to do anything - he has to achieve the best score.
4. Free play, 30 seconds timer [about 1 minute]
○ The player is free to do anything - he has to achieve the best score.
5. Task, 60 seconds timer, controllers only [about 1 minute]
○ The player has a constraints - he has to achieve the best score.
6. Task, 30 seconds timer, controllers only [about 1 minute]
○ The player has a constraints - he has to achieve the best score.
7. Task, 60 seconds timer, hands only [about 1 minute]
○ The player has a constraints - he has to achieve the best score.
8. Task, 30 seconds timer, hands only [about 1 minute]
○ The player has a constraints - he has to achieve the best score.
9. Discussion [about 3 minutes]
○ Basically discuss the participant's feelings about the game.
10. Form [about 2 minutes]
○ Let the participant fill in the form without influencing them, except if
there are questions.
A test session was thus about 15 minutes long. We had about 4 hours of testing for
about 15 testers. Of these testers, a quarter of them were not gamers, while a third
of them were occasional players. The rest were regular gamers.
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Gamer experience of the testers
We also wanted to know if these testers had tried VR before. A surprising three
quarters had, indeed.

VR experience of the testers
What came out of this testing session was that the game was broadly appreciated,
but we needed to add more feedback when the objects were taken (especially with
the hands). The body was not at all used besides the hands and people found that
the hands tracked with the Leap Motion were more immersive although there was
no haptic return. The hands were in fact more popular than the controllers.
What was mostly a problem was the tracking loss. As stated before tracking loss
happens when the Head-Mounted Display is not “visible” anymore by the
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lighthouses. This could provoke distorsions within the game - thus motion sickness
- or totally glitch the game, which would go black. The first effect would make the
player sick while the second would make the player panic, as their vision was all of
a sudden unavailable (Scotomaphobia, the fear of being blind, was induced).
Finally, the fact that the room was of a simple design yet realistic enough made the
player forget it was within a game. Some details about the furniture and the lighting,
like shadows, helped a lot, as well as other design details such as a reactive
environment (every object with a free axis could move, e.g. the ceiling lamp; buttons
could be pressed; etc.) and human-sized surroundings.
What was interesting enough was that some bugs indeed became features. A little
glitch with the Leap Motion would induce the grabbed objects to remain “stuck” to
the user’s hands, which were described as “greasy”, but most of the users kind of
liked that. The fact that the physic was a little bit over-reactive was considered
funny as well.

Conclusion
When doing this project one may think about the intrinsic added value of such a
great amount of work. To do a lot of research, pass through a great number of test
phases, die and retry, … Was it worth it?
From a short-term point of vue, no. The game created is not that big and not that
advanced, and could have been made in way less time, if only it did not contain that
as many of technical dainties. However, if we are considering not only this game but
the whole project, it becomes clear that we learned and acquired a lot of
experience.
From a technical angle, we accumulated some useful information from all over the
web that we can exploit for later projects and created reusable bits from this
information.
From a social angle, we obtained precious data about the behaviour of people
within VR games. This data can help us design other games as well as other VR
applications for further tests and studies.
However, one could wonder why create a whole game to exploit passive haptic
interaction in the first place, instead of making a basic VR application, which would
be quicker to develop and simpler to understand.
First and foremost a game has a better hook than a technical demo; as one of the
subsequent aims of this project was to provide the IIG laboratory with a little
something to demonstrate what we can do with VR to the public without using a
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third-party. Showing some technological advances with a fun, interactive product is
more efficient than some simple, obscure tryout.
Next, from a more practical point of view, a game helps to try and test new
technologies and protocols on people.
Finally, video games in general are an ever more popular subject of study[jvse]. The
fact is that we can nowadays use and study video games as any subject, and we
can use it to plan interfacultary studies. For instance, one could lead a cross-study
between neuroscience and computer science with the help of video games.
When working on a practical (or not so practical) problem, one may often think that
what one is doing is useless or without value. Nonetheless, as long as progress is
made, informations conscientiously written down and data thoughtfully
accumulated, and that eventually everything is harmonized, analyzed and exploited,
one can rest assured that the work was not vain. At all.

Personal benefit
With this project I enhanced my knowledge on Unity and stepped into an almost
totally unknown world for me, namely VR development. As I am quite a videogames
aficionado, the opportunity to work on the development of a videogame, within a VR
laboratory - which by itself is awesome -, within my own school, is astonishing.
I hope that I will have such an opportunity again and that my work will be good
enough. All in all, although sometimes I had had enough - particularly with this
hundred-ish pages, almost thirty-five hours consecutive keystrokes long, tea and
coffee powered report -, it was a pleasant experience.

Future work
Here are some tracks and suggested improvements if one wishes to continue this
project.
● One could add more environments: instead of only a room, we could think of
special designs, such as castles, underwater worlds, etc.
● About the Tethered play and TPCast, TPCast is yet to release TPCast
Plus[tpps], which would allow the native use of the extra USB port. If money is
a problem though, one can always try the above said hack.
● We wanted to add the use of a tablet to extend the game to another, more
passive player. At the time this report was written we did not implement this
feature, but it may be done in the meanwhile.
● The devil is in the details; one could add more objects, more interactions (e.g.
special objects), special triggered events, etc. We can always add sugar to a
given game design!
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● Speaking of details, we could probably add more sound effects and a
catchier music; the interface could use of some love as well.

Ressources
● [cprf] Unity Collider Performance - Sphere vs Box vs Mesh Collider 📊
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxYiFRzp84Q
● [fnik] Final IK
http://www.root-motion.com/final-ik.html
● [gfhc] Persuasive Games: Familiarity, Habituation, and Catchiness
https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132369/persuasive_games_familiar
ity_.php
● [gmst] Quality Quality Assurance: A Methodology for Wide-Spectrum Game
Testing
https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132398/quality_quality_assurance_
a_.php
● [gsws] Getting Started with SteamVR and Unity 5.6 [Updated]
http://unity3d.college/2016/04/29/getting-started-steamvr/
● [gtnr] Unity.gitignore
https://github.com/github/gitignore/blob/master/Unity.gitignore
● [jbsm] Job Simulator
https://store.steampowered.com/app/448280/Job_Simulator/
● [jvse] Le jeu vidéo, un sujet d'études universitaires
https://www.migrosmagazine.ch/gamelab-le-jeu-fait-son-entree-a-l-universit
e
● [obgj] Orbital Game Jam
https://itch.io/jam/orbital-game-jam
● [pbck] PEBCAK
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/PEBCAK
● [sdda] Sandro Dall’Aglio
https://www.sandrodallaglio.ch/
● [svpa] SteamVR_PlayArea.cs
https://github.com/ValveSoftware/steamvr_unity_plugin/blob/master/Assets/
SteamVR/Scripts/SteamVR_PlayArea.cs
● [thlb] The Lab
https://store.steampowered.com/app/450390/The_Lab/
● [tpct] TPCast
https://www.tpcastvr.com/
● [tpps] TPCAST Unveils the “TPCAST Plus,” a Comprehensive Upgrade of its
Commercial Wireless VR Technology
https://www.tpcastvr.com/single-post/2018/01/08/TPCAST-Unveils-the-%E2
%80%9CTPCAST-Plus%E2%80%9D-a-Comprehensive-Upgrade-of-its-Co
mmercial-Wireless-VR-Technology
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● [tpsp] User Guide on installation of TPCAST Wireless Adaptor for VIVE
https://www.tpcast.cn/wirelessetup_EN.pdf
● [udoc] Unity User Manual
https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/index.html
● [vhit] VirtualHere Installation For TPCast
https://pastebin.com/K179ypXs
● [vrtk] VRTK - Virtual Reality Toolkit
https://vrtoolkit.readme.io/
● [wkfi] Inverse kinematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_kinematics
● [wkvr] Virtual reality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_reality
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A. Logbook.pdf
Record of changes made to the project.
B. Mum-proof VR - Game Guide.pdf
Instructions for the game.
C. ResizeRoom.cs
The room calibration script as explained in part Scaling.
D. ResizeRoomReadme.txt
How to use the aforementioned script.
E. ObjectPlacement.cs
Script to place non tracked objects.
F. ObjectPlacementReadme.txt
How to use the aforementioned script.
G. Semester project form (29.04).pdf
The questions asked to the game testers.
H. Semester project feedbacks (29.04).pdf
The results of the forenamed questions.
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